
The Energy Bill Relief Scheme
What does the “Business Energy Price Cap” mean for your business 
energy contracts.



Overview
What Support is Being O�ered for Businesses?

To help with rising energy costs, the 
Government has announced that 
for six months from 1st October 
2022, the wholesale cost of energy 
for all non-domestic users 
(including all businesses, charities, 
local authorities etc) will be capped 
at £211 per MWh for electricity 
(21.1p per kWh) and £75 per MWh 
for gas (7.5p per kWh)*.

The Government has announced 
that they will review the scheme in 
three months to see whether it 
should be extended, and have 
suggested that ‘vulnerable sectors’ 
may see an extension of the cap.

      Businesses on variable / 
flexible contracts will need to 
choose if they move to fixed 
contracts. This is likely to suit 
you if you don’t want to be 
exposed to price variation.
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Overview
Will all Businesses Pay This Rate for their Energy?

No, this is not the retail price that businesses will pay – at current 
market prices, the wholesale cost of energy only makes up around 70% 
of your electricity bill and 75% of your gas bill. The remainder of your 
bill is made up of ‘non-commodity charges’, which include:

 - The cost of transporting electricity and gas (maintaining the 
   national grid);
 - Ensuring the grid has enough energy capacity to cope with 
    demand;
 - ‘Green levies/taxes’ (which subsidise and support renewable 
    electricity generation), and;
 - The margin that the energy supplier makes to provide their 
    services.

The government is temporarily suspending some of the green levies 
that make up the non-commodity element of the bill. However, the 
non-commodity element of the bill will remain significant.

Because suppliers have di�erent margins, some suppliers will be 
more expensive than others – this is to allow competition to continue 
within the business energy market.



Not sure where to go from here? Use our guide chart to plan your 
next steps. 

Next Steps
What Does This Mean For My Business?

Are you currently on a fixed term contract?

No

If you are currently out of contract or 
on Deemed Rates

We’re aware that a number of businesses have avoided renewing 
their energy contracts whilst waiting for details of the announced 
Government intervention, and many may now be out of contract 

or on Deemed Rates. 

If this is the case, you will be ge�ing charged your supplier’s ‘out 
of contract’ rates. These are typically extremely high and reflect 

the supplier’s risk in a volatile market. 

We have recently seen out-of-contract rates reach £1.50 (150p) 
per kWh for electricity and 50p per kWh for gas. 

Customers on out-of-contract rates will not benefit from the 
wholesale price cap. The government is o�ering some support for 

customers on out-of-contract rates in the form of a discount of 
£405/MWh (40.5p/kWh) for electricity and £115/MWh 

(11.5p/kWh) for gas*, however even with these discounts in 
place, remaining out-of-contract will almost always remain 

considerably more expensive than entering a fixed term contract. 

These contracts may also remain subject to price increases in line 
with market conditions. We urge any business who is currently 

out of contract to contact us for advice and assistance in finding 
a fixed term contract.

Go to next page

Yes



When did your fixed term contract start?

Before 1st April 2022 A�er 1st April 2022

Go to next page

Before April 2022, the 
wholesale cost of energy was 

very low compared to its 
present level. 

If you agreed your contract 
before this date, chances are 

you will have agreed a 
contract at rates that will, in 

many instances, be well below 
the capped level.

Your contract will not be 
a�ected, and you will 

continue to benefit from the 
rates agreed. This includes 

businesses who took 
advantage of opportunities 
for early procurement and 

whose future contracts have 
not yet begun. 

Many businesses who agreed 
their contract a�er this date 
will be paying more than the 
equivalent capped rate cost.

Where this is the case, you 
will receive an automatic 

discount on your bills from 
1st October for six months. 

Every business energy 
contract is di�erent, 

depending on when it was 
agreed, the nature of the 

contract and the supplier, so 
each business will receive a 
di�erent level of discount.

For businesses who have very 
recently agreed new 

contracts, with wholesale 
costs at their highest, the 

discount should represent an 
approximate 50% reduction 

on your energy bills. 

For businesses who agreed 
contracts when wholesale 

costs were lower, the discount 
will be less. It’s possible that 
some businesses will have 

agreed contracts a�er the 1st 
April which are less than the 
equivalent capped rate cost. 
Where this is the case, they 
will not receive a discount.



When does your fixed term contract end?

Get in touch

If your current contract is 
coming to an end during the 

price cap period, it is 
important to source a new 

contract to continue to 
benefit from the cap for the 

full six months (or longer if it 
is extended). 

This new contract does not 
have to be with your current 

supplier.

Tritility can help you to 
compare options – even with 

the cap in place, other 
suppliers may be cheaper. 

We can help you to compare 
quotes and give advice 

tailored to your business and 
circumstances, including how 
to ensure you benefit as much 

as possible from the 
Government support.

The Government is providing 
this scheme for six months 
because this is when energy 
wholesale costs are forecast 

to be at their highest. 

Business energy rates are 
cheaper for contracts that 

start in the future. This means 
that you may benefit from a 

lower rate by fixing your 
contract now for the future, 
much like many businesses 

who agreed their last 
contracts before April 2022 

did.

Tritility are experts in 
advanced procurement and 
can arrange contracts up to 

24 months in advance of 
when they are due to start. 

This doesn’t a�ect your 
current contract, but secures 

a potentially advantageous 
rate for when your current 
contract comes to an end.

Before the price cap ends A�er the price cap ends



How we can Help
Talk to an Energy Expert

Whether you’re looking to secure your energy rates now or in the 
future, there has never been a be�er time to give us a call. Speak to 
one of our experts about your options using the contact details 
below. 

Opening Hours
Monday: 08:00-17:00
Tuesday: 08:00-17:00
Wednesday: 08:00-17:00
Thursday: 08:00-17:00
Friday: 09:00-15:00

Call
0191 695 6000 

Email
info @tritility.com

Contact Form
www.tritility.com/contact-us



The information in this fact sheet is current based on the Government’s press release of 21 
September 2022 and other Government materials.  The Energy Bill Relief Scheme for businesses 
has only just been announced it is likely that the Government will publish further detail and 
information at pace.  This fact sheet will be amended to include any new information from 
Government as it is published.  We accept no liability in respect of decisions made in reliance on 
this information. 

*These figures are the preliminary levels published by Government and are subject to 
confirmation on 30th September 2022.


